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★ The penetration formula restores the faded and whitened plastic     
      parts to the original color of the new car.

★ Enhance the adhesion effect of the coating liquid and restore the 
     original appearance of the plastic part.

★ Have hydrophobic and oleophobic properties to reduce the 

     adhesion of stains effectively.

★ Coating technology to make the plastic parts also have water 
      repellent effect.

★ Quickly solve car paint problems such as fine lines, aged dirt and 
     pale color.

★ Improve water repellent and oil repellency. Can effectively reduce 
     stain adhesion.

★ Smooth the pores of the car paint, improve the smoothness of the 

     paint surface and restore the color.

★ Deep treatment of superficial water marks, car paint oxidation and 
      yellow dust.

Model No VG-004 Capacity 300ml
EAN Code 4710727540128  Origin Taiwan

Model No VG-005 Capacity 200ml
EAN Code 4710727540135  Origin Taiwan

Model No VG-007 Capacity 300ml
EAN Code 4710727540159 Origin Taiwan

VANGUARD Carnauba Car Wax - Ceramic
Matte car paint can be used ! For All Color Car

Whitening & Brightening Liquid Wax - Glossy
Remove dirt effectively, water marks and scale on the paint surface. 

VANGUARD Plastic Restorer - Black
Brighten gloss and restore shine effectively for faded and white plastic parts.

Video Link

Video Link

Adopting the most advanced super-fluorine filling technology; 
simple coating can form a transparent and smooth water-repellent 
coating. Just like the invisible wiper! The raindrops will slide away 
when speed is up to or more than 45km/h, which greatly enhances 
the clear view in the rainy day!

★ Ultra-durable water-repellent, Rapidly forming water beads. 
★ Strong water-repellent, Ultra-clear Windshield.
★ Stain resistance, Reduce & Low adhesion of grease and dirt.
★ Effortless big brush, Easy apply-on.
★ Sturdy water repellent layer, Last for 365 days.

CERAMIC Carnauba Wax takes everything you know about wax and 
makes it a fast, fun, and easy experience.This natural protective 
coating allows water to bead off  the sur face and makes bird 
dropping removal simple and easy, helps prevent permanent 
damage to your paintwork.

★ Deep texture polishing effect with excellent gloss! 
★ 12 months super long-lasting hydrophobic.
★ Can withstand acid rain erosion and sunlight, ultraviolet radiation 
     damage.
★ Unbelievable powerful water repellent & anti-fouling effect after waxing.

Adopting the most advanced super-fluorine filling technology; 
simple coating can form a transparent and smooth water-repellent 
coating. Just like the invisible wiper! The raindrops will slide away 
when speed is up to or more than 60km/h, which greatly enhances 
the clear view in the rainy day!

★ Refining chlorosilane enhances eight times of water repellency. 
★ Strong anti-drip water and quickly forming water-repellent film.
★ Effortless brush head to instruct. No more dirty hands. 
★ No brushing on the wiper. Clear vision during the ride. 
★ Sturdy rain repellency and last for 120 days of strong water repellency.

This product adopts Germany's powerful formula of ultra-micron 
grinding molecules, which can quickly and completely remove the 
stubborn grease and water stain. It improves the blurred vision when 
driving in the rain. It take cares of wiper jumping and noise. Provide 
you with better clear and safe vision.

★ Strong grinding and rapidly remove grease.
★ Completely remove the grease and ensure super clear vision.
★ Ultra-fine wool felt applicator is easy to instruct.
★ Effortless round brush and easy to apply on.

Model No RH-5032 Capacity 120ml
EAN Code 4717954992119 Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-5031 Capacity 120ml
EAN Code 4717954992102 Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-5033 Capacity 120ml
EAN Code 4717954992126  Origin Taiwan

365DAYS High Sustainability Super Fusso Water Repellent
Glass Coating - Strong water-repellent.

120DAYS Super Water Repellent Polymer Fluoride Water Repellency
Glass Coating - Strong water-repellent.

Super Strong Grease Remover
Glass Cleaning

Video Link

Video Link

Video Link
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Model No B5036 Capacity 160ml
EAN Code 4710727540111  Origin Taiwan

Model No VG-001 Capacity 750ml
EAN Code 4710727540098  Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-5011 Capacity 160ml
EAN Code 4717954990511  Origin Germany

Model No RH-5012 Capacity 160ml
EAN Code 4717954990528 Origin Japan

Model No VG-002 Capacity 750ml
EAN Code 4710727540104 Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-5013 Capacity 160ml
EAN Code 4717954990535 Origin Japan

Black Plastic Coating Wax VANGUARD IRON REMOVER - Wheel

Cut Clear Vision Glass Cleaner

New Auto Leather Conditioner & Cleaner VANGUARD IRON REMOVER - Paint

OUT Water Repellent Glass Coating

Remove dirt and wax debris, restore the surface to 
glossy shine and non-greasy.

Iron-contaminate and fallout remover safely and effectively removes the tiny pieces of ferrous shrapnel that can 
embed itself into surfaces, targeting and dissolving them before significant damage can occur.

Easily clean the bugs, dirt and road film from glass.

Easy to remove dirt and to avoid excessive drying and 
leather fade.

With the car window water repellent, it can dramatically 
enhance the clear view from the windshield.

★ The latest infiltration wax coating technology, can   
      effectively restore faded plastic parts.
★ Suitable for: all different kinds and colors of rubber
      or plastic material.
★ Excellent original color coverage.

★ Removes brake dust and iron particles from your 
      vehicle.
★ Advanced PH neutral formula.
★ Suitable for paintwork, aluminium, anodised wheels.

★ Made form Germany strong formula Micro Silica for 
      deep cleaning.
★ Reduce wipers wear out and prevent abnormal 
      sound wiper beating.
★ Improve visibility for safest driving

★ With pure lanolin soft formulation to have double  
     effect of moisturizing and cleaning in one.
★ Can prevent aging cracking; maintain leather with 
      bright shine longer lasting.

★ Prevents paint corrosion with regular use.
★ Contains degreasing agents to remove road grime.
★ This process should be performed every 3-6 months 
      on daily-driven vehicles before applying a car wax 
      or ceramic coating, or before any polishing work is 
      performed.

★ Formed a smooth water repellent glass coating with 
      simply rub and wipe.
★ Water repels when driving at a 50km speed and over.
★ Forms a uniform and smooth water-repellent film 
that far surpasses conventional technologies, reduces 
frictional resistance to the ultimate. 

Dark Car Light Car

★ Quickly achieve water repellency on surface and with 

      brightening and light effect.

★ Suitable for express car paint care, Can be used as a 

     regular auto care product after the coating.

★ Using the latest technology refined Fusso to extend protection 

     sustainability.

★ Can be apply on to glass other than car paint, can be used 

     as a quick aqua repellent.

Model No RH-5022 Capacity 750ml
EAN Code 4717954990764  Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-5021 Capacity 750ml
EAN Code 4717954990757  Origin Taiwan

Vanguard QUICK AQUA COATING
Can be used on matted lacquered surface
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1. Porcelain Glaze Wax using the premium carnauba wax ingredient as the base formula to  
protect the paint longer lasting shininess. The result is twice better than conventional 
car wax!

2.Exclusively transparent polymeric fibers interwoven formula sealant; as it’s unique 
chemical structure it enables to form a hard, glossy and closed protective thin film with 
brilliant shine like porcelain and provides the car with up to 120 days multi-purposes 
protection.

3.Incredible super water repellency. Antifouling effect. It enables to withstand harsh acid 
rain and strong sunlight, ultraviolet radiation damage.  Moreover it features to fill and 
modify tiny small scratches to protect the paint from outdoor parking.

4.Pure and premium wax materials. Non-Abrasive. Can be cleaned together for untreated 
black plastic parts. No white powdery residue.

5.This is the highest standard for auto car care for all professional and car lovers.

Dark 
Color Car

Light
Color Car

 For All
Colors Car

Model No RH-5070
EAN Code 4717954990702  
Capacity 200g
Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-5071
EAN Code 4717954990719  
Capacity 200g
Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-5072
EAN Code 4717954990726  
Capacity 200g
Origin Taiwan

光輝創造之極點

★ Great applicability. Suitable for all variety of car paints and all types 
     of vehicles and all colors.

★ Containing UV absorbers to prevent UV radiation cause paint color 
     change and degradation. Maintain the car as good as new.

★ Great seller for more than30 years, Viscount from Japancan create the 
     most deep and rich shininess, thin and pretty layer and far better than 
      other general car wax.

★ It is dedicated to tropical rainy weather and is effective against UV 
     rays, acid rain and air pollution.
★ From Japan's super popular fluorine dust-resistance and water-repellent 
     patent formula. Any car color can be used.
★ Brazilian No. 1 Carnauba wax. The smoothness of the paint surface 
     is super-lifting, and the water drops are in full drop without dust.
★ Unique UV absorbent completely blocks UV radiation & delays deterioration 
     of paint.
★ 120 days of ultra-long-lasting mirror protection to prevent dust, dirt, 
     oil and insects from attaching.

Model No RH-8009 Capacity 330g
EAN Code 4976560021075  Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-8008 Capacity 330g
EAN Code 4976560051195  Origin Japan

Vanguard Viscount Wax
Brazilian No.1 grade Carnauba wax ! For All Color Car

Vanguard Marquess Wax
Brazilian No.1 grade Carnauba wax ! For All Color Car

Video Link

Advanced interwoven super polymer technology can be formed for 
a tough protective sealant for up to 6 months. Protect car paint and 
resist of UV and acid rain, providing super water repellent effect.  

Can be used individually for car paint detailing and enhance glossy, 
rapid brightening, protective coating to be part of daily maintenance.

Model No RH-5029 Capacity 260ml
EAN Code 4717954992096  Origin Taiwan

Super Glossy Sealant protective agent
Matte car paint can be used ! For All Color Car
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This product is a powerful cleaning agent and a glass coat remover. 
It can polish the glass surface exceptionally clean and remover such as industrial 
pollution, sulfide, acid rain, water mineral coagulation and minor scratches. It can 

bring the glass back the original brightness.

Strong to remove stubborn dirt Advanced imported raw materials.

Lacquered paint Plastic parts Glass

★ High Hardness / High Brightness

★ High inorganic silicon ★ High water repellency

★ Good stability  ★ Longer lasting / Safety

★ Can be used individually for car paint, windshield or plastic parts.

★ Three types of coating can be used individually or in combination. After apply coating 
     Plastic parts & Car paint Coating, then add the Glass Coating on top to have a thickness coating layer with 
     strong and exaggerated water repellency.  

★ Glass Coating can also be treated as maintenance use for SiO2 Fluoro Crystal Coating.

Vanguard Inorganic Quartz 9H SiO2 Fluoro Inorganic Crystals Coating
Lacquered paint / Plastic parts / Glass

Model No RH-5064
EAN Code 4717954990641 
Capacity 50ml
Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-5066
EAN Code 4717954990665
Capacity 50ml
Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-5065
EAN Code 4717954990658
Capacity 50ml
Origin Taiwan

Instructions

Video Link

Model No RH-5015 Capacity 200g
EAN Code 4717954990634  Origin Taiwan

Adopting the most advanced super-fluorine filling technology; 
simple coating can form a transparent and smooth water-repellent 
coating. Just like the invisible wiper! The raindrops will slide away 
when speed is up to or more than 45km/h, which greatly enhances 
the clear view in the rainy day!

★ Nano Fluorine Coating combined with special self-cleaning 
     coating agent
★ A pure fluorine bonded layer formed by using chemical reaction 
     which enables water repellent effect up to 12 months.
★ Precise bonded layer can prevent external factors affecting the 
     effect of water repellent.

Model No RH-5019 Capacity 20ml
EAN Code 4717954990672 Origin Taiwan

12 Months Ultra Durable Nano Pure Fluorine Glass Coating
Brings the look of the glass to a whole new level, delivering amazing candy gloss.
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A revolutionary High Power Wash Gun.will effectively clean many 
areas and surfaces including windows, cars, driveways, boats, around 
the pool, roofs, weatherboards, gutter and even the hardest to reach 
places. Cleaning and Watering has never been so easier!

★ The nozzle is made of corrosion-resistant polyethylene material and 
     foamed structure, which sprays a fan-shaped foam.
★ It is equipped with 304 stainless steel tube to prevent rust and chemical 
     solvent resistance.
★ The handle is made of new resin material, which is firm and durable. 
     Innovative automatic switch design with ergonomics.
★ The bottle is made of corrosion-resistant high-strength polyethylene; 
      the conical bottle design is conducive to the pressure storage inside 
     the bottle, reducing the number of pumps.
★ The seal is made of special rubber and is suitable for weak acid and 
     alkali detergents and chemical solvents.

★ SPEED ADJUSTABLE: Speed adjustable for 1-6 levels, Fully adjustable 2500-
     5000 OPM perfect for waxes, sealants and glazes.
★ DURABLE & NOISELESS: The shell is made of Hi impact ABS. The inside has a 
     powerful motor, which is made of all cooper with anti-interference.
★ LIGHTWEIGHT & PORTABLE: This cordless polisher is only 3 pounds weight. 
     Easy for carrying and storage. 5mm Random orbit DA ensures a uniform 
     finish, friendly for beginners on all painted surface.
★ 2 BATTERIES & HIGH EFFICIENCY: Come with 2 batteries 2.0Ah and a fast 
     charger. The battery with large capacity and small volume.

★ The portable water absorbing design with powerful pressure accumulation 
     can absorb water instantly.
★ A Nozzle with 6 spray patterns to adjust water spray.
★ We take adopt half crankshaft connecting rods to drive the high 
     pressure piston pump to increase the water pressure.

★ The nozzle is made of corrosion-resistant polyethylene material, adjustable 
     for fine mist to steady stream.
★ It is equipped with 304 stainless steel tube to prevent rust and acid 
     and alkali solution.
★ The handle is made of new resin material, which is firm and durable. 
     Innovative automatic switch design with ergonomics.
★ The bottle is made of acid and alkali resistance and high-strength 
      polyethylene material.  The seal is made of special fluorine material, 
      which can hold strong corrosive and strong acid-based solution. 
     Conical bottle design is good for pressure storage and reduce the 
     number of pumps.

★ The double grip is designed with ergonomics for more stable operation.

★ High-speed, powerful motor with 5000 rpm per minute for deep waxing, 
     cleaning and polishing.

★ With six-speed adjustment setting, it is easy for DIY car wash user to 
      get started.

★ Generally 110V power supply can be plug-in as you go. The output is 
     130W super power, easy to be used anywhere.

★ The product is suitable for 6-7’polishing, cleaning or buffing accessories.

Model No L0007 Pad Size 6inch / 7inch
EAN Code 4717954992829 Origin China

Model No VG-203 Size 52cm x 6cm x 29cm
EAN Code 4710727542030  Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-6602 Capacity 1.8L
EAN Code 4717954992713  Origin [Bottle] China / [Pressure Pump] Taiwan

Model No KT-W Pad Size 4inch / 5inch
EAN Code 4717954992850  Origin China

Model No RH-6601 Capacity 1.8L
EAN Code 4717954992706  Origin [Bottle] China / [Pressure Pump] Taiwan

VANGUARD WATER SPRAY GUN - VG Fan spray foam sprayer
Rotating nozzle with 6 different spray patterns Equipped with 304 stainless steel tube ! 

KT-W DORI Cordless CAR AUTO Polisher Anti-Strong acid / Alkali Sprayer
DORI - CAR CARE MADE EASY - No Cord No Worries Equipped with 304 stainless steel tube ! 

DA POWER SYSTEM CAR WAXER & POLISHER
With six-speed adjustment setting !

Video Link Video Link

Video Link Video Link

★ Multi-Purpose washing bucket. Super heavy duty that bears loading 
     up to 180kg and definitely your best helper!
★ Car wash, travelling, camping, fishing and all kinds of storage, just 
     one bucket handles them all! 
★ 22 liters of large capacity. Super comfort grip. Easy for storage.

Model No RH-6605 Capacity 22L
EAN Code 4717954992737  Origin Taiwan

Model No RH-6606 Capacity 22L
EAN Code 4717954992744  Origin Taiwan

Heavy Duty Multi-Purpose Washing Bucket
22 liters of large capacity !



Made of unique nano-tech ingredients, and with clever combination of circular sponge pad 
and the air polisher, Clay-U Clay Pad gives you the ultimate experience of easy and e�ective 
clean results at clearing stubborn grimes, iron powders, industrial dust and other contaminations, 
which gives you the perfect smoothness on the surface of your car.

SEEK PERFECTION & IMPECCABLE

Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes,
leaves the paint smooth and clean !!!
Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes,
leaves the paint smooth and clean !!!

World Invention Patent : I247801
China Patent : ZL201020523971.1
Taiwan Patent : M400831
US Patent : US7867967B2
Japan patent : 3181561

NANO WATER GEL

CLAY SPONGECLAY SPONGE CLAY PALM TYPECLAY PALM TYPE CLAY PADCLAY PAD CLAY MITTCLAY MITT CLAY CLOTHCLAY CLOTH

The latest technology - water gel technology; the release of Nano-factors when wiped with water. It can 
greatly reduce the friction with the paint.

Patented technology from Taiwan, the development of Nano-grade components. Incredible cleaning 
effect. Large-area wiping. Fast operation.  Easy to remove pollutants, iron powder, industrial dust and 
other pollutants accumulated on the paint for a long time. The car paint instantly becomes smooth and 
supple. The best product for coating, plating and waxing.

★ The intimate pore design can firmly lock the fine dust and sandstone, and reduce the risk of damage to 
     the car paint.

★ The fiber cloth is combined with speed clay, which is soft and extensible, and it can be closely wipe on 
     any painted parts in various angles.

CLAY-U Detailing Clay Air Cloth
Patented technology from Taiwan, the development of Nano-grade components!

Model No B-6305 Size 32x30(cm)
EAN Code 4717954990931  Origin TaiwanVideo Link
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★ Designed for car cleaning.  It can restore the smoothness of the paint. 
      The paint needs to be treated regularly, so the waxing or coating can last.
★ The Speed Clay cleaning solution is design to be use with the handy 
      mouse pad, which can effortlessly remove dirt and particles fast and easy. 
★ Iron powder, dead bug, industrial dust, tar, bird droppings, dust and 
     dirt on the car paint surface can be removed. 
      Leaves the surface smooth and clean. 
★ The high-tech polymerization formula of cleaning 
     solution can remove dirt and pollutants and restore
     the paint clean and smooth.

Navy Blue Yellow RedGray Blue

★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial dust and paint damages easily.

★ Amazing results for large area detailing and the time saving.

★ Best replacement for inconvenient rubbing compound or traditional clay bar products.

★ 100% Made in Taiwan!!! Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!!! 

★ Supports all color coating!!!

★ Essential preparation product before coating andwaxing!!!

★ Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes, leaves the paint smooth and clean!!

Model No B-6330 Capacity 200ml Size 8x13(cm)
EAN Code 4717954990962 Origin Taiwan

CLAY-U  Speed Clay Handy Kit
The latest technology - water gel technology !

CLAY-U Speed Clay Cloth
CLAY-U Speed Clay Series ! 

Video Link

Model No B-6302 Size 32x30(cm)
EAN Code 4717954990894    Origin Taiwan

★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, fall out 
      and paint damages easily.

★ Amazing results for large area detailing and the time saving.

★ Best replacement for inconvenient rubbing compound or traditional 
      clay bar products.

★ Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes, leaves the paint smooth 
      and clean!!!

★ 100% Made in Taiwan ! Award-Winning & Internationally Patented !

Made of unique nano-tech ingredients, and with clever combination 
of circular sponge pad and the air polisher, Clay-U Clay Pad gives 
you the ultimate experience of easy and effective clean results at 
clearing stubborn grimes, iron powders, industrial dust and other 
contaminations, which gives you the perfect smoothness on the 
surface of your car.

★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
     dust and paint damages easily.
★ Amazing results for large area detailing and the time saving.
★ 100% Made in Taiwan!!Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!

Ultra-fine sponge with soft grip, combined with speed clay, easy to instruct.

★ Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes, leaves the paint smooth 
     and clean!
★ Best replacement for inconvenient rubbing compound or traditional 
      clay bar products.
★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
     dust and rough paint easily.
★ 100% Made in Taiwan! Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!
★ Amazing results for large area detailing and the time saving.

Model No RH-9012 Size 6inch(Ø15cm)
EAN Code 4717954990542   Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6330 Size 8x13(cm)
EAN Code 4717954990962 Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6301 Size 13x21.5cm)
EAN Code 4717954990887    Origin Taiwan

CLAY-U Speed Clay Glove
CLAY-U Speed Clay Series ! 

CLAY-U Speed Clay Pad
CLAY-U Speed Clay Series ! 

CLAY-U Speed Clay Sponge
CLAY-U Speed Clay Series ! 
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Lightweight round handy pad can be easily pushed to the small 
corners, which is very suitable for motorbike or bicycles. I t is 
combined with speed clay and easy to instruct.
★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
     dust and paint damages easily.
★ 100% Made in Taiwan!!Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!

★ Lightweight mini gloves can be easily pushed to the fine corners for 
      car cleaning. Great use for motorbike or bicycles. It is combined with 
      speed clay and easy to instruct.
★ Remove stubborn dirt, iron powder, industrial dust, and rough paint 
      in a faster way.
★ It can replace the inconvenience of using wax compound abrasives 
      or traditional clay bar.

★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
      dust and paint damages easily.
★ Best replacement for inconvenient rubbing compound or traditional 
      clay bar products.
★ 100% Made in Taiwan!!! Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!
★ Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes, leaves the paint smooth 
      and clean!!

Model No B-6211 Size 13x10(cm)
EAN Code 4717954991112   Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6209 Size 18x18(cm)
EAN Code 4717954991105 Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6308 Size 12x12(cm)
EAN Code 4717954990955   Origin Taiwan

CLAY-U  Speed Clay Handy Pad
CLAY-U Speed Clay Series ! 

CLAY-U Speed Clay Mini Mitt 
Speed Clay Color Series !

CLAY-U Speed Clay Mini Cloth 
CLAY-U Speed Clay Series ! 

NANO WATER GEL

SEEK PERFECTION & IMPECCABLE
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★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
     dust and paint damages easily.
★ Amazing results for large area detailing and the time saving.
★ Best replacement for inconvenient rubbing compound or traditional 
     clay bar products.
★ 100% Made in Taiwan!!! Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!
★ Supports all color coating!!!
★ Essential preparation product before coating andwaxing!!!
★ Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes, leaves the paint smooth 
     and clean!!

Lightweight round handy pad can be easily pushed to the small 
corners, which is very suitable for motorbike or bicycles. I t is 
combined with speed clay and easy to instruct.

★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
     dust and paint damages easily.

★ 100% Made in Taiwan!!Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!

★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, fall out 
      and paint damages easily.

★ Amazing results for large area detailing and the time saving.

★ Best replacement for inconvenient rubbing compound or traditional 
      clay bar products.

★ Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes, leaves the paint smooth 
      and clean!!!

★ 100% Made in Taiwan ! Award-Winning & Internationally Patented !

★ The intimate pore design can firmly lock the fine dust and sandstone, 
      and reduce the risk of damage to the car paint.

★ The fiber cloth is combined with speed clay, which is soft and extensible, 
     and it can be closely wipe on any painted parts in various angles.

★ 100% Made in Taiwan!!Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!

Made of unique nano-tech ingredients, and with clever combination 
of circular sponge pad and the air polisher, Clay-U Clay Pad gives 
you the ultimate experience of easy and effective clean results at 
clearing stubborn grimes, iron powders, industrial dust and other 
contaminations, which gives you the perfect smoothness on the 
surface of your car.

★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
     dust and paint damages easily.
★ Amazing results for large area detailing and the time saving.
★ 100% Made in Taiwan!!Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!

★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
      dust and paint damages easily.
★ Best replacement for inconvenient rubbing compound or traditional 
      clay bar products.
★ 100% Made in Taiwan!!! Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!
★ Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes, leaves the paint smooth 
      and clean!!

Model No B-6503 Size 6inch(Ø15cm)
EAN Code 4717954991228 Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6502 Size 18x18(cm)
EAN Code 4717954991211 Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6501 Size 13x21.5cm)
EAN Code 4717954991204  Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6505 Size 18x18(cm)
EAN Code 4717954991242 Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6506 Size 30x20(cm)
EAN Code 4717954991259 Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6508 Size 15x11(cm)
EAN Code 4717954991273 Origin Taiwan

CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Tri-fold Cloth CLAY-BAR  Speed Clay Handy Pad
CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Series ! CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Series ! 

CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Glove CLAY-BAR Detailing Clay Air Cloth
CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Series ! CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Series ! 

CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Pad CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Cloth 
CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Series ! CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Series ! 
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Ultra-fine sponge with soft grip, combined with speed clay, easy to instruct.

★ Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes, leaves the paint smooth 
     and clean!
★ Best replacement for inconvenient rubbing compound or traditional 
      clay bar products.
★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
     dust and rough paint easily.
★ 100% Made in Taiwan! Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!
★ Amazing results for large area detailing and the time saving.

Ultra-fine sponge with soft grip, combined with speed clay, easy to instruct.

★ Removes iron powder just within 10 minutes, leaves the paint smooth 
     and clean!
★ Best replacement for inconvenient rubbing compound or traditional 
      clay bar products.
★ Fast and Effective at removing stubborn grime, iron powder, industrial 
     dust and rough paint easily.
★ 100% Made in Taiwan! Award-Winning & Internationally Patented!
★ Amazing results for large area detailing and the time saving.

Model No B-6504 Size 8x13(cm)
EAN Code 4717954991235 Origin Taiwan

Model No B-6507 Size 10x10(cm)
EAN Code 4717954991266 Origin Taiwan

CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Buffer Pad
CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Series ! 

CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Sponge
CLAY-BAR Speed Clay Series ! 

★ This product has perfect softness leaves no marks on the surface. 
     Quickly absorbs water and leaves no trace of stain.

★ This product has excellent oil resistance and is not affected by gasoline, 
      resin, most of solvents and household chemicals, etc., and has a wide 
      range of use.

★ It is widely used in automobiles, glass, home, kitchen, pets, and bathing.  
     It is durable and convenient.

★ Ergonomic handle, good grip and easy to operate.

★ High wear-resistant sponge, long service life, never fall off.

★ Made in Taiwan, the quality is guaranteed.

★ Super-soft hair-washing gloves are designed for users who wash their 
     cars frequently. They are medium-sized and use with car wash solution, 
      which clean the stubborn stains with good result.

★ Great for automobile car wash, car interior and many other uses.

Model No J8068 Size 22.5x16.5x2.5(cm)
EAN Code 4711914370856 Origin Taiwan

Model No J8065 Material PP, high density foam
EAN Code 4711914376698 Origin Taiwan

Model No J8090 Size 65x50(cm)
EAN Code 4717954993086 Origin Taiwan

PU Super Absorbent Car Wash Drying Cloth
Thin & Light / Water absorption / Quick drying

Super Popular  Tire / Wheel Brush
For waxing and polishing purpose ! 

Super Popular  Ultra-Soft Car Wash Mitts
Car wash club !
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Designed for automotive paint finishes and auto-detailing treatments. The full range of products are 
made of imported, high quality polyester sponge with excellent tensile strength and resistance. The life 
cycle is several times of durability than ordinary sponge.

★ With professional bonding technology, it can be cleaned with water and neutral detergent below 60 degrees 
     Celsius. Wash and squeeze dry. It is recommended to dry the sponge before continuing to use it.

★ A variety of sponge selections are available to choose. You can choose the appropriate sponge according 
     to the instruction procedure and the matching polishing agent or compound wax to achieve perfect 
     polishing effect.

★ It is recommended to use the number of revolutions from 1800 rpm to 3000 rpm and follows the suggested 
     rpm of selected polishing agent to ensure it will not damage the paint surface.

Super Popular  6’Polishing Pad
Car wash club !

The twilled high-speed wool polishing buffing pad is specially 
designed for auto-detailing and polishing work. 

Delicate and refined wool and is suitable for cleaning, polishing, 
descaling, remove iron powder.

Designed for car paint auto-detailing and polish finishes; Ultra-fine 
micro fibers and polyester cotton makes your Polishing work more 
effective.

Model No J7002 Size 7inch(Ø18cm)
EAN Code 4711914373000 Origin China

Model No J7002 Size 6inch(Ø15cm)
EAN Code 4711914373000 Origin China

Model No J-7013 Size 6inch(Ø15cm)
EAN Code 4717954993161 Origin China

Super Popular  7’Twilled Wool Polishing Buffing Pad

Super Popular  6’Microfibre Polishing Pad

Super Popular  6’Glass Polishing Pad

Car wash club !

Car wash club !

Car wash club !

Model No J7020
EAN Code 4717954990474
Size 6inch(Ø15cm)
Origin Germany

Model No J7040
EAN Code 4717954990481
Size 6inch(Ø15cm)
Origin Germany

V20 Made in Germany – Polishing V40 Made in Germany- Buffing

★ Ideal for cutting and polishing action resulting in high gloss 
      finish on a range of surfaces such as Glass, Plastic, Metal, Stone 
      and Minerals.
★ Polishing Pad made of needle felt with a fiber-blend of polyester 
      and rayon fibers thermally bonded.
★ Very versatile able to withstand high temperatures and friction 
      levels.
★ High resistance pad with black velour to one side gives an 
     excellent grip against the hook and loop backing pad.
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KYOEI TAIWAN CORP.
No.6, Aly. 30, Ln. 365, Sec. 1, Zhongyang Rd.,
Tucheng Dist., New Taipei City 236, Taiwan.

T:886-2-8262-3168    F:886-2-8262-1998


